The philosopher Eugene Gendlin argues that a distinctive mode of reasoning, called experiencing, is necessary for working through personally salient problems such as are encountered in psychotherapy. We review supporting empirical support. It is now possible to consider Gendlin's ideas from a neurological perspective. Work directed at understanding the neurological underpinnings of consciousness and self-related processing, as well as comparative neuroanatomical work, are all consistent with and elucidated by Gendlin's experiencing construct. We argue from this data that the human mind is composed of three interacting systems that are unique to or enhanced in humans compared to other primates. Two are dedicated to "hot and cold" cognition. The most important, least well-studied third system is dedicated to mediating between these forms of cognition. We outline how interactions between these systems define different forms of psychopathology and what they suggest about the structure of the human mind.
Introduction
Based on clinical observation, psychotherapist and philosopher Eugene Gendlin put forward a view of human psychological processing that has clear implications for neuropsychological functioning, though it takes no direct inspiration from that field. In this paper we outline these implications and the evidence supporting them. Much relevant work has been done in recent years in trying to understand the neurological networks involved in generating complex, integrated, and embodied models of the self. We review empirical evidence from those and related studies to develop a neurologically grounded model of what happens to a client during a successful psychotherapeutic experience. This model has significance both for understanding the brain processes that may underlie therapeutic change and for informing clinical psychotherapeutic practice.
We begin with a very brief introduction to and overview of psychotherapy itself. studies of therapy exceed 0.85 [6, 7] , unquestionably large effect sizes.
Given the evidence for common factors in successful psychotherapy, a great deal of psychotherapy process/ outcome research has been devoted to trying to understand what those common factors might be. Some of the earliest of this process/outcome research was conducted in the early 1960s under the direction of Eugene Gendlin, who was trained as a phenomenological philosopher in the lineage of the French philosopher Maurice MerleauPonty. Gendlin investigated the processes through which human beings use language in order to generate fresh ideas in a creative, emergent manner; meaning making processes that allow for the resolution of complex, ill defined problems. Gendlin began studying the process of psychotherapy because that process provided him with an ideal means of investigating the phenomena of interest [12] .
In their early process/outcome work, Gendlin and his colleagues collected hundreds of hours of audiotapes from completed therapies [12] , rating each treatment for degree of outcome success. The researchers analyzed the tapes to try to identify in-session behaviors that predicted therapeutic success. Gendlin hypothesized that there would be specific therapist behaviors and/or certain topics of discussion that would predict therapeutic outcome. However, no such mediator variables were identified. Instead, he noticed that there was something about how the clients talked that seemed to differentiate successful from nonsuccessful therapies. Successful clients routinely spoke in a distinctive, slow, tentative, halting manner, as if they were frequently confirming the rightness of what they had just said against some kind of inchoate, background sense of what they meant to say (though they hadn't actually said it yet).
In response to these observations, Gendlin developed a theory of human cognitive function centered on the distinctive mode of reasoning he felt he had discovered, a reasoning process that he subsequently labeled experiencing. Since that time, a substantial body of empirical evidence has emerged to support the claim that experiencing does play a key role in psychotherapeutic success. Depth of client experiencing is one of the few process variables that correlates consistently with positive therapy outcome [13] [14] [15] .
Most of the therapy process/outcome studies looking at the experiencing variable have used the EXP Scale [16, 17] , "widely considered to be the gold standard of good experiential process and […] one of the most extensively studied and validated measures of productive in session process in psychotherapy research…" ( [18] , p. 117). High EXP scores have "… been shown to be predictive of good treatment outcome across most major schools of psychotherapy, including client-centered therapy, CBT, psychodynamic therapy, and emotion-focused psychotherapy." ([18] , p. 117). Strikingly, one study [19] found that depth of client experiencing was a better predictor of success than the strength of the therapeutic alliance, a robust and widely cited mediating variable. Depth of client experiencing therefore qualifies as one of a handful of mediating variables that have been shown to be psychotherapeutic common factors.
Gendlin [20] argues that, while depth of experiencing is crucial to psychotherapeutic change, it is not limited to psychotherapy. Experiencing is posited to be a widely prevalent, innate form of cognitive processing that is well suited to helping human beings reason through complex, ill-defined, personally salient problems. If it is true that experiencing is an innate human capacity, then it follows that it should be conducted with the brains that human beings have evolved. Further, given the high degree of mental sophistication that Gendlin attributes to it, experiencing is likely to be supported by neural components that are either unique to human beings or that are much more highly developed in our species.
In recent years various lines of research have lent this kind of neuroscientific credibility to Gendlin's description of experiencing as a distinct form of human information processing. Chief among these areas have been research into the sense of self [21, 22] ; the role of emotion in reasoning [23, 24] ; and the importance of interoception/background feeling states [21, 22, 25] .
The three central goals of this article will be: a) To offer a cogent description of experiencing as conceived of by Gendlin b) To outline and offer selected neuroscientific support for a tripartite model of a neural subsystems that we believe to interact in order to support different levels of experiencing c) To offer a consideration of the implications of our model for conceptualizations of psychopathology.
Gendlin's Model of Psychotherapy
Explaining experiencing is made challenging by the fact that the fundamental construct upon which it rests, the felt sense, is not easily described with commonly used language. A taxonomy of emotions developed by Lane & McRae [25] is useful in introducing the concept of the felt sense. That taxonomy draws a fundamental distinction between emotions and feelings.
Emotions are defined as non-conscious, implicitly generated visceral activations and/or action tendencies that arise in response to a stimulus. Lane & McRae distinguish two basic classes of emotions. One class consists of discrete foundational emotional states such as anger or sadness. The other class consists of "background emotions [that are] bodily states… generated by internal regulators as well as external stimuli and [that] provide information about one's current state of well being" [25] (p. 100).
Feelings are defined as cognitions that arise through the explicit awareness of emotions. Lane subdivides feelings into different classes: focal, reflective, and background. Focal feelings arise through attending to foundational emotions such as fear or anger. Reflective feelings involve the conscious reflection upon focal feelings and therefore involve a significant meta-cognitive component. Background feelings arise through attending to background emotional states. Because background emotions are more diffuse then focal emotions, background feelings typically arise on the periphery of awareness as relatively diffuse conscious experiences such as "feeling lousy" [25] (p. 103). However, crucially for the model we will develop, Lane and McRae postulate that when background emotional states are given adequate attention it is possible for them to give rise to consciously accessible background feelings.
Gendlin holds that the experiencing is based on the functioning of the felt sense system, a non-consciously controlled yet highly sophisticated form of human information processing. Gendlin claims that the felt sense system underlies that aspect of the self that feels most strongly "… like 'really me'" [26] (p. 81). A specific felt sense is a "bodily sense of some situation, problem, or aspect of one's life…" [27] (p. 20). In Lane's terms, a specific felt sense is the background feeling that arises through consciously attending to the background emotion that is associated with a particular life situation. Felt senses are "implicit higher level meanings [… involving…] the sense of something that includes thoughts, feelings, perceptions, internal actions, and context." [28] (p. 165). A felt sense contains implicit meanings before they have been separated from directly lived, holistic experience and before they have been symbolized in any way. Once a felt sense has become the focus of awareness, specific focal emotions, memories, images, or ideas that are associated with particular aspects of the overall situation in question can emerge out of the felt sense. These specific phenomena can then become figural against the ground of the felt sense. However, the discrete and tangible phenomena evoked by attending to the felt sense are not themselves the felt sense.
There are two related differences between a felt sense and a focal feeling such as sadness or anger. First, as a form of background feeling, a felt sense manifests less distinctly and less intensely than a focal feeling. Second, the meaning of a focal feeling is explicit while the meaning of a felt sense is implicit. A generic symbol (such as the word "sad" or "angry") is able to describe a given focal feeling each time we feel it. A felt sense, in contrast, is difficult to symbolize. Each felt sense contains a rich, complex mosaic of implicit meanings. Successful experiencing, in Gendlin's sense, is the act of using language to symbolize the next step toward healing or problem resolution that will frequently be implicitly contained within a felt sense.
Three Levels of Experiencing
Different levels of experiencing are recognizable by their different characteristics.
Low Level Experiencing
At low levels of experiencing (1 -3 on the 7 point EXP Scale [16] ), the client typically speaks largely from her head in a conceptual manner marked by the dominant use of an Externalizing Voice [29] . Externalizing Voice is marked by an externalizing vocal quality, with the speaker speaking at a regular, fast, even pace, indicating "… that energy is being invested in recounting rather then exploring" [30] (p. 282). During low experiencing the client quickly and effortlessly projects his sense of autobiographical self into simulated realities that are largely decoupled from the physical reality in which the client and therapist find themselves [31] . The client stands outside himself and tries to deduce what he "must" want, how he "must" be feeling about his situation, and therefore what step he "should" take next to resolve his presenting issue.
Low level experiencing is a valuable mode of processing for human beings. Its primary advantages are the rapidity and ease with which mental projections can be conducted. These qualities make it very well suited for solving problems in domains of relative certainty by rapidly generating possible future events and then thinking them through (see related discussion in [23] ). However, it is notably ill suited to resolving the kinds of complex, highly embedded, value laden life challenges that usually bring people into psychotherapy. Low level experiencing is correlated with unproductive psychotherapeutic process [12] . Externalizing Voice, which is strongly correlated with low level experiencing, is also predictive of therapeutic failure [32] .
Medium Level Experiencing
During medium level experiencing the client's verbal patterns typically have an irregular, bimodal quality in which the client alternates largely between the previously described Externalizing Voice and a Focused Voice [29] . Focused Voice has a tentative, inwardly searching quality, indicating a "turning inward of attentional energy toward tracking inner experience" [30] (p. 282). It tends to be slow and halting, with frequent starts and stops as possible next steps are inwardly checked for "rightness" against the implicit sense of what needs to be said next [29] . During medium level experiencing the client will frequently speak in Externalizing Voice until an emerg-ing feeling of wrongness implicitly tells him that he is beginning to lose his sense of "maximal grip" [33] on the topic at hand, or that he is beginning to veer off course from what he is trying to say. This veering off course will typically initiate transition to a period of Focused Voice, which has been found to be associated with productive therapeutic process [32] . Typically, when an increasing feeling of rightness eventually tells the client that he has found the thread again, this will transition back to another phase of Externalizing Voice.
As these characterizations of the process imply, at medium levels of experiencing, it is almost as if an unfelt felt sense is present. It is unfelt because the implicit whole is not accessible to awareness. It is felt because the results of unconsciously trying to speak from that implicit whole are consciously accessible, manifest in continuous scale somatic feelings of rightness or wrongness. In this mode of reasoning the rightness of the next step is, usually unconsciously, determined to a significant extent by the degree of felt rightness that emerges when each possible next step is being considered. Medium level experiencing, combined with occasional periods of high level experiencing, is typically the most productive mode of information processing during psychotherapy.
High Level Experiencing
At high levels of Experiencing (EXP Scale levels 5 to 7) the client senses her situation as a lived whole (as contained within the associated felt sense) and then experientially reasons, step by step, through her issue from inside that felt sense. In contrast to mid-level experiencing, the felt sense is now symbolized in conscious awareness and can be used in a deliberate, intentional manner as the client moves back and forth between its implicit meanings and the explicit meanings contained within proffered symbols [27, 33] . The client's verbal patterns tend to be extremely slow and irregular with frequent periods of very long silence. When it does occur, speech is typically largely in the previously described Focused Voice [29] . As with medium level experiencing, continuous scale feelings of rightness and wrongness continue to guide the process of meaning making and problem resolution. However, unlike with medium level experienceing, the correctness of possible steps can now also be overtly checked in a binary yes/no fashion. This step is achieved in psychotherapy by making a checking statement and then waiting for the felt sense system to respond by either producing, or failing to produce, a distinctive form of sensation called a felt give. Gendlin describes the felt give as a subtle, pleasant, stirring sensation that is usually experienced in the stomach, chest or throat [27] . When a felt give arises in response to a checking statement, this is taken is an indication that the felt sense system has assessed the proffered symbol or potential next step to be a right match or a good next step.
According to Gendlin, during the iterative movement between a felt sense and symbolizing possible next steps, the felt sense's responses must be given priority. No matter how correct an idea, theory, or potential next step may appear conceptually, it should only be considered to be pointing in a useful therapeutic direction if it evokes a felt give when a checking statement is used to confirm its potential rightness.
High level experiencing is not easy for many people to engage in [27] . It often requires significant guidance. This is one disadvantage of higher-level experiencing in many problem-solving contexts. The main advantage of high experiencing is that it can help to turn implicit meanings into explicit meanings so they may to be worked with more fruitfully.
From Clinical Psychology to Neuropsychology
A client comes to psychotherapy in order to resolve issues that are usually not only complex and ill defined, but that are also highly salient to his sense of self. Regardless of the level of experiencing involved, psychotherapy can therefore be understood as a guided exploration of the client's sense of self. For this reason, in order to be credible, our neural model of self-referential processing during psychotherapy must be consistent with current neuroscientific understandings of how self-referential processing occurs more generally. In this section, we will briefly review studies on self-referential processing. However, the indivisible relationship between consciousness and the sense of self means that addressing self referencing from a neural perspective first requires access to a neurally grounded model of human consciousness. We therefore start by offering a synopsis of Damasio's (1999) model of consciousness [21] so that it can then serve as a foundation for the ideas that follow.
Damasio's Model of Consciousness
Damasio argues that the process of constructing the self starts with the generation of two separate neural maps. The first is a map of the stimuli with which a person is currently interacting. The second map represents the changing state of that person's own body as she interacts with those stimuli. This latter map of the changing state of the body, which forms the basis for what Damasio calls the proto-self, is putatively neurally encoded by a number of structures devoted to mapping and regulating the internal state of the body, including brain stem nuclei, the hypothalamus, and the insula. According to Damasio, there is no sense of consciousness attached to the functioning of the proto-self because it is a process of unfolding without any sense that the un-folding belongs to anyone in particular. Consciousness arises when both first order maps get remapped into a single second order map, which thereby encodes a complete record of the proto-self changing itself as it interacts with the world. As this second order map arises it produces an ephemeral, background feeling that the changes occurring to the proxy, proto-self are happening to a self. It is as if the core self watches the changes in that are occurring to the proto-self while constantly regenerating a fresh background feeling that "this is me I am watching". This background sense of a watching self is the core self. The core self generates core consciousness, which is transient and is constantly being regenerated.
Damasio suggests that the second order map that is essential to core consciousness is likely generated by the coordinated activity of a limited number of brain centers. In a recent version of his model [34] , Damasio stresses the importance of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the insula in supporting generation off the core self, arguing that the insula may be "involved more significantly than any other structure" (p. 105) in the subjective feeling processes that underpin self-awareness.
In Damasio's model of consciousness, over time we generate rich networks of self-defining memories. These networks allow for the emergence of extended consciousness and the related autobiographical sense of self. This sense of self becomes richly elaborated and extended through time. However, the autobiographical self always relies on the feeling of the core self to become activated in a meaningful way. It is the continuous, background activity of the core self that allows your self-defining autobiographical memories to feel like your memories. Without a constantly emerging background "feeling of what is happening" [21] there can be no extended consciousness.
The Neurology of Self-Related Processing
Recent research extends Damasio's model of the neural representation of the self by providing evidence that our self has a complex neural representation composed of several interacting processes.
Northoff, Heinzel, De Greck, Bermphol, Dobrowolny, & Panskeep, (2006) performed a meta-analysis of 27 PET and fMRI studies that involved self-related tasks [35] . They coded the peak activations within each study and performed a hierarchical cluster analysis upon the 324 resultant clusters. This analysis revealed the presence of 3 reliable clusters (shown in Figure 1 ) that emerged regardless of the sensory mode of stimuli presentation. Region 1 is centered in the posterior parietal cortex. This region is implicated in the access of episodic, autobiographical memories [31] . Region 2 falls within the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC). Region 3 falls within the orbital medial prefrontal cortex (omPFC). The Region 3 omPFC cluster is implicated in non-symbolic self-re- lated affective processing while the Region 2 dmPFC cluster is implicated in re-representation of this information in a way that is symbolically accessible [35] .
Recent work suggests that refinement is necessary to the conclusion that there is single cluster in the omPFC that supports the "non-symbolic, affective" aspects of selfreferential processing. A study that used MRI to investigate the neural correlates of self-referential processing produced evidence that there are three neural subsystems that operate together in order to support the processes of self-reflection and self-projection [36] . These sub-systems appear to be associated with three dissociable clusters of activation within the omPFC (see Figure 2) . One of these subsystems had activation centered in BA 9 (0, 52, 26). This subsystem (like the more dorsal cluster in BA 8 identified in [35] ) is involved in the meta-cognitive processes of reflecting upon one's own state of mind [36] . A second subsystem had omPFC activation centered in ventral BA 10 (0, 26, -18) . This subsystem plays a key role in mental scene construction, a process that is vital to allowing the autobiographical self to mentally project through space and time. A third subsystem, also with omPFC activation, lies between the activation of the other two subsystems, in dorsal BA 10r (-6, 52, -2). Activation in this region was found to be strongly associated with task variables related to "personal significance, introspection about one's own mental state, and evoked emotion" [36] (p. 558). The authors suggest that this middle subsystem is fundamentally devoted to "evaluating aspects of personal significance" [36] (p. 559) and that, of the three subsystems, it constitutes the core subsystem for self related processing.
signed to identify large, distinct functional networks within the human brain [37] (see Figure 2) . That study used simultaneous EEG-fMRI in order to help overcome the difficulties that fMRI has had with distinguishing resting state networks that lie close to each other. The authors identified components of three distinct resting state brain networks within the medial PFC, arguing that the three distinct networks they identified have traditionally, mistakenly, been subsumed within a single, large, frontal component of the "Default Mode Network". The first of these networks (see gray area in Figure 2(A) ) is anterior, involving clusters in the dmPFC (BA 9, centered at 9, 69, 15), and the OFC (BA 10p, at 0, 63, -6) and ventral BA The conclusion that self related processing is supported by three distinct PFC regions is consistent with the results of a recent resting state connectivity study de- 10, at 9, 63, -18. The second putative resting state network identified by Liao et al. is centered in the mOFC (BAs 11 and ventral BA 10: example peak at 9, 54, -21) and overlapped the mOFC-centered subsystem identified in [36] (see gray region in Figure 2(B) ). Finally, a third network lies between these two networks, centered in dorsal BA 10r and in neighboring BA 32 ac (gray region in Figure 2(C) ). As shown on Figure 2 , all three networks overlap with the core self-processing sub-system (labeled C in Figure 2 ) identified in [36] .
The Neurology of Self-Related Reasoning
In this section we build on the ideas presented thus far in order to offer a systems level model of human, self-referential reasoning, summarized diagrammatically in Figure 3 . We conceive of this model as involving interactions between three neural systems: a ventral "hot cognitive system", a dorsal "cold cognitive system", and a middle mediation system that supports middle to high level experiencing. Ultimately, we will outline the systems level interactions between these three large scale systems and how we believe these neural changes impact depth of experiencing. In advance of this we will describe the key components of each of the three posited systems independently.
We conceptualize each subsystem as involving a specific set of contextualizing neural processes (some of which also contextualize each other), where "contextualized" means that the content and output of the process is modulated (its valence and/or meaning modified) by input from another source. Each subsystem has an evolutionarily nested form, with phylogenetically older components interacting with newer analogues that perform similar functions in more complex and integrative ways. In the case of each system we will discuss these processes in phylogenetic order, first addressing the evolutionarily older components, and then their more recent analogues.
Older "Hot" Cognition System
The lowest level of our hot cognition system is formed by the basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA, made up of the lateral, basal, and accessory basal nuclei). The amygdala is a complex, heterogeneous, and phylogenetically ancient system. For the purposes of our model (following [38] ), we consider a simplified model of the amygdala consisting of the BLA and of the central nucleus (CNA).
The CNA has extensive connections to the brainstem, hypothalamus, basal forebrain, and the ventral insula, as discussed below. It plays crucial roles in determining general affective responses to both appetitive and aversive stimuli and in initiating species-specific behaviors in response to those stimuli [39, 40] . The BLA has strong cortical connections by which it receives extensive multimodal sensory input, and plays a crucial role in associative learning by encoding memories related to sensory stimuli [41] . In turn, this allows the BLA to modulate the "… memory encoding and sensory processing in other regions… [by broadcasting its memory-informed assessment of] the threat value of a stimulus" [41] (p. 1362). Chief among these modulated regions is the CNA itself, to which the BLA sends output. In our terms, the BLA contextualizes the output of the CNA.
Newer "Hot" Cognition Subsystem
As illustrated in Figure 3 , the BLA is itself contextualized by the medial orbital PFC, to which it has strong bidirectional connections [42] . Acting in concert with adjacent vmPFC, medial orbital PFC (BA 11) may be important for using input from the amygdala to represent the pleasant or unpleasant affective value of a stimulus [42, 43] in a flexible format that is sensitive to momentary changes in social and motivational context [39, 44] . This allows for a richer encoding of the affective properties of stimuli than the amygdala alone would be capable of computing [45, 46] . We believe that it is useful to conceptualize of medial BA11 as an evolutionarily new analogue of the amygdala's BLA, since it integrates emotional memory and guides appropriate behavior to encountered stimuli.
Rolls has argued that orbital/ventro-medial PFC complex is the "computer of reward magnitude and expected reward value…" [47] (p. 114) tracking the ongoing, homeostatically contextualized, dynamic reward value of encountered stimuli. One piece of evidence cited in support of this claim is that neurons in this region fire faster in response to food when a person is hungry then when he is not. In the orbital PFC, reward valuations are ingrated with other relevant information in order to generate representations of "expected value", defined as probality times reward value [47] . These expected value reesentations are then fed more dorsally, this time into the vmPFC. There they are processed into representations of subjective utility [47] . Subjective utility integrates the expected reward value of a stimulus with broader contextual information such as the person's degree of risk aversion and other related personality and/or internally mediated factors. Reward value, expected value, and subctive utility judgments are thus neurally coded in a connuous fashion, based in part on the finding that there is a linear correlation between assessed value and the firing rate of the coding neurons [47] .
Neuroimaging [48] and neuropsychological evidence [49] suggests that a medial OFC/vmPFC subsystem gerates somatic markers in order to communicate its prected value of potential rewards (see Figure 4) . Somatic markers are a form of gut feeling through which vmPFC subsystem (in particular) is able to, often implicitly, guide both behavior and conscious cognitive processing [23] . 
Older "Old"Cognition Subsystem
Craig [50, 51] has produced neuroanatomical and experimental evidence of the existence of a previously unrecognized afferent neural system called Lamina I that has crucial implications for our model. Lamina I only exists within human beings and other primates. It collects affrent information from all the tissues of the body and systematically integrates and represents this information. Lamina I terminates in three cortical locations [51] : somatosesnory cortex (BA 3a), dorsal ACC (BA 24c) [52] , and the posterior insula [22, 51] . Within the insula, Lamina I continues to feed forward until termination in the anterior insula.
The insula has been assigned a diverse range of functions. Among these have been roles in learning and memory, perception of temporal sequence, pain perception, language, autonomic arousal, and integration of emotional and motivational factors [53] . As shown in Figure 3 , the insula will be presented in a simplified manner as being composed of three functional zones: the dorsal AI, the ventral AI, and the posterior insula. We will focus almost exclusively on the anterior insula here.
It is important to distinguish between ventral and dorsal AI, since these two regions have markedly different resting state connections with the PFC [54; see Figure 5 ]. The ventral AI (with a right ventral AI seed at 30, 23, −11) shows very limited resting stated connectivity with the lateral PFC. It does show strong resting state connectivity with the medial PFC, including with the inferior ACC (BAs 24 and 32ac) and medial PFC (BA 10). The dorsal AI (with a right seed identified at 34, 29, 4) has strong connections with lateral PFC, including an epicenter of connectivity in the dlPFC. The dorsal AI shows strong resting state connectivity with one just medial PFC region (0, 36, 46) . This falls in a region that was identified (in [55] ) as being the only medial PFC centered node within the Executive Network, a network of brain regions that is centered in the dlPFC (with bilateral epicenters in both BAs 46 and lateral BA 9) and implicated in attentional control and conscious response selection. That Executive Network has strong parallels to what we are calling the cold cognition system.
A recent meta-analysis [56] provides further evidence of a functional distinction between the ventral and dorsal components of the AI. This study looked at the results of over 1700 neuroimaging studies to investigate the involvement of different insular regions within four broad functional domains. The ventral AI was implicated only in processing tasks that required social or emotional valuation. The dorsal AI was implicated in processing tasks in the same social-emotional domain but also to be strongly and broadly activated by tasks in the cognitive domain (e.g., language, attention, memory). These findings support our key contention that, along with the dlPFC and dmPFC, the dorsal AI is a part of the brain's cold cognition system. However, unlike the dlPFC and/or dmPFC, the right dorsal AI serves as the key interchange between this system and the brain's ventral AI centered mediation system, as will be discussed below.
Craig [51] argues that, as a key terminus for the Lamina I information, a consciously accessible "meta-representation" (p. 239) of the current state of the entire body is generated within the right dorsal anterior insula. According to Craig, this representation provides a person with a background sense of self as an integrated, embodied entity and is "the material me" (p. 241). This right dorsal anterior insula meta-representation therefore constitutes a second order map in Damasio's [21] terms, providing a contextual, homeostatic ground against which ongoing first order maps (representations of the protoself responding to salient stimuli) can become figural. We contend that first order, proto-self related maps are also represented in the insula, but bilaterally in the ventral AI.
The ventral AI directly receives salience assessments about encountered stimuli from the CNA [55] (see Figure 3) . Via Lamina I, fast amygdala-driven assessments of the salience of an encountered stimulus can be contextualized: i.e. given greater or lesser weight. During this process, first order neural maps that include information from Lamina I about the organism's overall homeostatic state contextualize the CNA's salience assessments. These maps (supported by ventral AI) can then be immediately re-contextualized by second order maps (supported by right dorsal AI) based on Lamina I information (as will be discussed below). The ventral/dorsal AI figure-ground relationship makes it possible for homeostatic meaning to be quickly and cogently assigned to whatever internal or external stimulus is encoded in the first order body map in question.
As a concrete illustration of this process, Craig [52] asks us to compare the experience of drinking a cool glass of water on a warm, summer day with this same experience on a rainy day when we are wet and cold. This example makes clear that it is not possible to ascribe homeostatic meaning to a stimulus in itself. A stimulus must always be considered against the homeostatic context of the organism's current state. During daily life this necessity is strongly obscured by the human tendency to project the meaning of things onto the things themselves [52] . It is only through the crossing of the part (contextualized encoding of the body's action response to a specific stimuli) against the whole (enhanced awareness of the body's current, overall homeostatic state) that both homeostatic meaning and self-awareness of that meaning become possible [21, 51] .
The existence of Lamina I only in primates is suggestive evidence that primates may have evolved a unique ability to refine the CNA's preliminary salience assessments. The described process may allow primates to quickly get both a "first opinion" (supported by ventral AI) and a "second opinion" (supported by right dorsal AI) about the CNA's original interpretations. A demonstration of this capability comes from a study in which married women were threatened with electric shock under two conditions: while alone; and while holding their husband's hands [57] . Unpleasantness was significantly lower during the hand holding condition, and this was most strongly associated with lessened activity in the right anterior insula (centered at 37,16,3). Lamina I based information was putatively used to "tune" the meaning of the threat related stimuli by factoring in a socially supportive background context (see also [58] for evidence implicating the same region in the right AI, centered at 42,16,1, in the pain of social rejection). Lamina I re-contextualization allows the meaning, or threat value, of pain stimuli to be "tuned" by factoring in a background context that includes the presence of social support.
Newer "Cold" Cognition Subsystem
Findings cited in the section above have led us to designate the dlPFC (BAs 9/46) and more dorsal, medial PFC regions (BAs 8/9) as components of our evolutionarily new cold cognition system. We will focus in detail only on the dlPFC here.
The dlPFC has been implicated by human imaging and animal lesion studies in a wide range of higher cognitive functions, including evaluation of expected reward; response and goal selection, initiation, and inhibition; word and random response generation; attentional shifting; sensitivity to the demands of a changing context; and selective retrieval from a set of items held in short-term memory. Several commentators have tried to generalize across these tasks, arguing that the prefrontal cortex in general is critical "when we need to use the 'rules of the game,' internal representations of goals and the means to achieve them" ( [59] , p. 168); that dlPFC in particular is active when "several pieces of information in working memory need to be monitored and manipulated on the basis of the requirements of the task or the subject's current plans" ( [60] , p. 61); that the region's role may be characterized as "manipulation of the representation in context of the instructions and mapping the response onto an output system" ( [61] , p. 2195); that the dlPFC plays "a role in guiding behavior that does not ensue immediately, but is to be enacted seconds after the acquisition of a sensory instruction" ( [62] , p. 415); or that all tasks modulated by dlPFC "have to do with using information about something you've just done or seen against itself, so to speak, to inhibit the tendency to follow up that correlation and instead shift attention and direct action to alternative associations." ( [63] , p. 263). These descriptions all capture the fact that the role played by the dlPFC involves modulating the nature of imminent behavior in response to changing task demands. An elegant phrase for the role has been proposed by Frith [64] : "sculpting the response space". Although Frith's pithy description over-emphasizes the dlPFC's role as an autonomous entity while under-emphasizing the neurological context upon which it is dependent, it does capture the idea that cold cognition is in large part devoted to the slow selection of action, especially under the guidance of memory.
As we have mentioned earlier, a key element of our model is our contention is that the right dorsal AI-dlPFC relationship is bi-directional. In other words, it is not only that the right dorsal AI provides the dlPFC with the homeostatic background against which its cognitive operations can become figural, though this is required if these operations are to occur within conscious awareness. The dlPFC also feeds back to the right dorsal AI, thereby allowing the evolutionarily new cold cognition system to directly influence the contents of the brain's crucial second order body map (see Figure 3) . In other words, we believe that the right dorsal AI continually and dynamically integrates real-time Lamina I information with top-down, memory-based predictions of what that the person's overall, homeostatic context will be like in the very near future. We posit that these top-down alterations are generated unconsciously and are experienced as being completely real by the person generating them [21, 65] . In short, the right dorsal AI meta-representation is a feed-forward model of the embodied sense of self [66] .
Though the right dorsal AI is always integrating Lamina I real time information with top down predictions, the relative balance between these two forms of input is variable. As will be discussed at length in the final section of this paper, this balance is a key factor in determining depth of experiencing.
The top down mechanism just described strongly echoes the "as-if-body loop" construct posited by Damasio [21, 23] . Damasio claims that higher order brain centers can distort the contents of the neural maps that underlie core consciousness. These top down simulations are very fast because they are enacted entirely within the brain and do not rely on the much slower process of monitoring actual changes going on within the body proper, such as the ones that are reflected in Lamina I output. This "as-ifbody loop" element has two important implications. First, the integration of both Lamina I information and top down predictions greatly increases the sophistication and speed with which the right dorsal AI can tune the ventral AI's salience assessments. Second, top down input into right dorsal AI can at times be much stronger then Lamina I input. The resulting cognitive mode would allow for the fastest possible generation of the "embodied" backgrounds considered necessary for consciousness [23] , thereby allowing the cold cognition system to imaginatively move through space and time with tremendous speed. This concept is essential to our conceptualizations of both low level experiencing and psychopathology and will be discussed in the final sections of this paper.
Older Mediation System
The third system in our model (Figure 3 ) is a mediation system that helps integrate the hot and cold cognition systems considered above. As with the hot and cold systems, we identify two sub-systems, one evolutionarily newer then the other.
In addition to identifying an "Executive System", Seeley et al. [55] also identified a large scale "Salience Network" within the brain. Their "Salience Network" is devoted to determining which stimuli are the "most homeostatically relevant" from among the endless range of "internal and extra-personal" stimuli that bombard the nervous system ( [55] , p. 2354). The center of the Salience Network falls in the bilateral ventral AI (42, 10, −12 and −40, 18, −12). It also has key nodes in the CNA (20, 4, −20) , anterior ACC (throughout BA 24 A and B), and the medial PFC (BA 10r; −24, 56, 10) [55] . These maxima clearly illustrate that what we have termed the "mediation network" closely follows Seeley et al.'s "Salience Network" not only in terms of function, but also in terms of brain region membership (see Figure 3) .
The lowest level of the old mediation system is the amygdala's CNA. As described earlier, the CNA plays a crucial role in determining general affective responses to both appetitive and aversive stimuli [40] and in initiating species-specific behaviors in response to those stimuli [48] . In other words, the CNA helps organisms recognize what matters on a basic level and also helps to generate the embodied action tendencies needed to act effectively in response. The CNA sends its assessments to the ventral AI for further refinement as needed [55] .
Recall that Lamina I terminates in the posterior insula. As a result the ventral and dorsal AI are both ideally positioned to receive input from Lamina I. The ventral AI is also strongly connected to diverse limbic and paralimbic structures including the ACC [67] . This allows ventral AI to contextualize the CNA's salience assessments and to initiate homeostatic changes as needed in response. These positional considerations are consistent with earlier cited evidence that the ventral AI shows strongly preferential involvement during tasks that require social or emotional valuation (which we take to be akin to salience assessment); with the recent conclusion that the ventral AI appears to be "predominantly engaged in internal and bodily homeostatic regulation" ( [68] , p. 586); and with the fact that the ventral AI forms the center of Seeley's et al.'s [55] "salience network".
We contend that among the ventral AI's key functions are to contextualize the earlier salience assessments of the CNA through the use of Lamina I information; to initiate appropriate homeostatic and behavioral changes in response to these assessments (primarily in partnership with the ACC, as discussed below); and to make the contents of the first body order map that it helps to represent available to the right dorsal AI for re-contextualization, thereby allowing conscious behavioral control when required.
Voluminous evidence links the AI and the ACC in emotional processing and in core self level functioning [22] . In particular, the ACC is known to play a key role in generating motivational drive and behavioral initiative [52] . However, like the AI, the ACC is a highly heterogeneous structure [69] . Therefore, we will address the functions of the specific sector of the ACC with which the ventral AI has evolved to work most closely, namely, BA 24b.
Our contention that the ventral AI has a close functional partnership with BA 24b is predicated on the existence of a special class of very large, spindle shaped cells called Von Economo neurons (VENs). Within the human brain, the highest concentration of VENs is found linking the ventral AI [70] and BA 24 [71, 72] (see Figure 6 ). Human beings have by far the highest density of VENs of any species studied to date. Further, "within the hominoid species, the group comprising humans and apes, the density of spindle cells declines with approximately the phylogenic distance from humans" [73] (p. 335).
The existence of VENs supports our contention that there is a strong link between the ventral AI and BA24b/ BA10r region whose connectivity was shown in Seeley's et al.'s [55] "salience network". Two functions that have been ascribed to this latter region are of particular importance for emotional processing, psychotherapy, and high level experiencing: the pre-conscious resolution of emotional conflicts and the assessment of the expected utility of possible actions.
In regard to the pre-conscious resolution of emotional conflicts, work studying conflict resolution in a sample of healthy participants is relevant [74] . This fMRI-based study involved two tasks. The first was a traditional cognitive Stroop task. The second was a modified emotional Stroop task. Successful conflict resolution during the cognitive Stroop test was associated with activity in the dlPFC (centered at 38,16,54), the core component of our evolutionarily newer cold cognition system. On the other hand, successful conflict resolution during the emotional Stroop test was associated with activity in posterior BA 10r (-12, 44, -2). Using the same experimental paradigm, research has also shown that this region achieves resolution of emotional conflict by down-regulating activation of the CNA [38] , and the described form of emotion regulation is implicit, occurring beneath conscious awareness [75] .
While the orbital and ventromedial prefrontal cortices (parts of the evolutionarily new hot cognition system) are crucial to assessing the expected utility value of possible rewards, they do not judge the expected utility value of possible actions, a role that has been ascribed to BA 10r [47] , which we now discuss.
Newer Mediation Subsystem
We believe that the evolutionarily newer mediation network supports high level experiencing. Although this process is supported by many different posterior cortical regions, for purposes of clarity of exposition we focus here on the most important roles played by BA 10r and BA32a.
In addition to making their output accessible to right dorsal AI, evidence suggests that the bilateral ventral AIs also feed their output directly into anterior BA 10r [55] . Once in anterior BA 10r, this information derived from Lamina I is integrated into a single meta-representation of the body's overall homeostatic state. This meta-representation helps BA 10r to resolve salience-oriented problems that are beyond the processing capacities of the evolutionarily older mediation system. In other words, the bilateral ventral anterior insula and anterior BA 10r are the penultimate and ultimate convergence zones in a processing hierarchy that is primarily devoted to establishing the homeostatic meaning of stimuli and to resolving conflicts between different meaningful stimuli.
As with the ventral AI, BA 10r's salience related functions are usually performed outside of focal awareness. However, unlike the ventral AI representations, attention can be focused onto this BA 10r meta-representation in such a way that it can emerge fully into focal awareness [25] . We suggest that this requires the engagement of BA 32ac. BA 32ac is not only involved in attentional control processes [76] , it is also paired with BA 10r in the resting state network under consideration here [37] (see Figure  2(c) ). Gaining conscious access to this meta-representation means that BA 10r's salience related processing can be performed under the guidance of conscious control. In short, we hold that this class of background feeling equates with a felt sense, and that the process of consciously working with this background feeling equates with high level experiencing.
We will offer a detailed neurally grounded conceptualization of high level experiencing in the next section. At this stage we will offer selected connectivity, phylogenic, and functional evidence to support the plausibility of our basic claim that BAs 10r and 32ac can support a felt sense type, background feeling as described by Gendlin. In terms of connectivity, support for our model comes from evidence showing that the ventral AI is functionally connected to BA 10r and 32ac [54] (see Figure 4) and the finding of strong resting state linkages between bilateral, agranular/ventral AI and the BA 10r (peak at -24, 56, 10) [55] .
Phylogenetically, BA 10 has distinctions that suggest that its role in human neural processing may be distinct from its role in other primates. Humans have by far the largest BA 10 of any hominoid species. BA 10 is proportionally much larger within the human brain than it is in the macaque brain. BA 10 may be the only area of prefrontal cortex that is much larger in human beings than it is in other primates [73, 77] . Phylogenetic evidence also suggests that the other putative core component of the evolutionarily newer mediation system, BA 32ac, is also very recent and relatively much more developed in human beings. For example, macaques have only one BA 32, while humans have evolved two functionally distinct BA 32s [78] , one section (32ac/anterior cingulate) dorsal to the other (32pl/paralimbic). Both regions are marked on Figures 1, 2, 6 and 7 .
Functionally oriented research also offers support for the role that we ascribe to BA 10r. In a meta-analysis considering the results of 104 neuroimaging studies reporting activation in BA 10 [79] , BAs 10 r/p showed a very specific pattern of activation, only preferentially activating during tasks that involved both mentalizing and emotion. The average peak for these tasks centered in a focused area with average [SD] peak coordinates: x: -3 [6.8]; y: 53.5 [3.9] ; and y: 9.3 [9.5] ). These findings suggest that the BA 10 region in question is preferentially involved in embodied forms of mentalizing, exactly as would be expected if it supported the consciously accessible, felt sense type representation that we posit it does.
Further work by Rolls and his colleagues offers support for another aspect of the functional role that we ascribe to BA 10r. Recall that during high level experiencing, behavior is guided through both continuous scale feelings of rightness and wrongness (as in mid level experiencing) and by binary, yes/no "felt give" responses. In this regard, there is strong significance to Rolls' claims [47] that the OFC-vmPFC based stimulus evaluation system is only capable of directing goal related activity as long as this can be achieved on a continuous rating scale basis. However, as Rolls notes, it is also sometimes necessary to make binary decisions and that this cannot be effectively achieved with a continuous scale. When a binary (choice) decision must be reached an additional tier of decision-making must be performed through the activation of a neural system "… that does not continuously represent the affective value of the stimulus, but which instead falls into a binary state…" [ with]… the settling of an attractor network into one of its two… attractor states each representing a choice…" [47] (p. 235). Rolls contends that these higher order, binary decisions are made in the anterior medial BA 10r region. One study that Rolls uses to substantiate his claim about the primary role of BA 10r in making binary decisions is an fMRI study that exposed a sample of healthy participants to water at varying degrees of warmth [80] . During half of the trials participants were asked to rate the pleasantness of the stimuli on a continuous scale (e.g., from very pleasant to very unpleasant). During the other half of the trials participants were asked to make a binary, Yes/No decision as to whether or not they would want to have each stimulus repeated. Across all trials a region spanning the posterior ACC (BA 24b), the inferior area 32ac, and posterior 10r (which we will refer to as 'the continuous rating region') tracked the subjective pleasantness (or reward value) of the stimuli in a continuous manner (see Figure 7) , regardless of whether it was a "decide" or "rate trial". An anterior medial BA 10r region and the ventral anterior insula were the only two brain regions to preferentially activate during the Yes/No decision trials, as compared to the rating trials. This region precisely overlaps with the region identified in as the common region for the different self-related processing networks [36, 37] (see Figures 2 and 7) . This study also offers support for two other key claims. The first is that that the there is a posterior medial region that uses continuous scale rating to guide behavior, consistent with our assignation of this region a role in supporting continuous scale feelings of rightness and wrongness. The second is that there is a key functional hierarchical relationship between the bilateral ventral AI and anterior BA 10r.
Another aspect of Rolls' model [47] supports the contention that this brain region performs binary decisions. Rolls points out that human beings have a broad diversity of homeostatic needs (e.g. food, shelter, social contact), all of which are active to greater and lesser extents at any one time. It would be very inefficient or impossible to attempt to satisfy all of our homeostatic needs all at once. He argues that the brain must therefore support ongoing meta-representations of all of our basic needs as domains. He identifies the orbital medial PFC (BA 11) as the key area for supporting these kinds of meta-representations (example peak: BA 11; 2, 52, -18). Within this orbital medial PFC region there is an ongoing neural competi-tion between these domain meta-representations [80] . This allows whichever need domain is the most salient to be selected for preferential processing by the mOFC and vmPFC.
Rolls goes on to claim that when there is equal activity between two or more goal domain meta-representations, the medial orbital frontal cortex (BA 11) calls on the anterior medial BA 10r to resolve the conflict [47] . BA 10r achieves this by allowing the relevant domains to directly compete with each other in a binary fashion until one "wins", thereby allowing the attractor landscape to settle into a stable basis of attraction. In turn, this settling down of the attractor landscape allows the winning domain to send its current needs into the previously described continuous rating system so that these needs can begin to be addressed in a focused, efficient manner. This resolving of between-domain conflicts has strong relevance for psychotherapy, and particularly for high level experiencing. We will return to this issue at the end of the article.
The Neurology of Experiencing
We will now draw on the ideas expressed thus far to present portraits of how we believe low, medium, and high level experiencing are instantiated in the brain.
Low Level Experiencing
Our conceptualization of low level experiencing is analogous to Damasio's Somatic Marker Hypothesis (SMH) that was alluded to earlier [23] . We will begin by summarizing the SMH before interpreting it specifically from the perspective of our neural model.
The SMH is based on the contention that when similar kinds of stimuli are experienced, similar body state/cognitive processing changes are enacted in response. When a particular stimulus has been paired consistently enough with a particular set of internal changes (especially in early development) that stimulus can automatically and unconsciously cause the nervous system to generate the internal changes that have become associated with it [21, 23] .
Damasio argues that, during our lives, each human being develops an individualized palate of these automatic reactions, which he refers to as "secondary emotional responses", and suggests that reasoning can be understood as the process of sequentially making a series of related decisions. In line with the traditional understanding of decision-making, he argues that when we make a decision we mentally generate a range of response/outcome scenarios. However, before those scenarios are processed through a laborious cost/benefit analysis, they are evaluated through the use of secondary emotions. The imagined outcomes in scenarios that produce negative "secondary emotions" are "somatically marked" by the mOFC/vmPFC subsystem as being negative [48] . As Damasio says "… when the bad outcome connected with a given response option comes to mind, however fleetingly, you experience an unpleasant… response in your… gut…" [23] (p. 173). These possible outcomes can be quickly rejected, often beneath conscious awareness. Conversely, the imagined outcomes that produce pleasant secondary emotions are marked as being worthy of conceptual cost/benefit analysis. The use of fast acting "hot cognition" in this way allows us to focus the operation of our limited "cold" cognitive resources on considering a manageable number of options during cost/benefit analysis.
In line with the SMH, low level experiencing essentially involves operation of the cold cognition system operating under the (often covert) biasing operations of "somatic markers" generated by the hot cognition system [24] . In this mode, the mediation system is relatively unactivated and running entirely in the background.
A final contention around the neural dynamics of low level experiencing emerges in response to two factors. The first involves the finding that, in a phenomenological state analogous to low level experiencing, the mOFC (centered in BA 11 at -4, 56, -24) showed very strong connectivity with the right anterior insula [81] . This suggests that, in this phenomenological mode, mOFC continually references the body maps in the right anterior insula so that it can evaluate whether encountered stimuli should be viewed as "being good or bad… [for] the 'self'" [81] (p. 8). The second factor involves our contention that during low level experiencing top down input into the right dorsal AI is stronger then Lamina I input. In combination, these two factors lead us to the following contention: that during low level experiencing the mOFC/ vmPFC subsystem performs the two functions that are of primary relevance to our model (somatic marker generation and regulation of the amgdala's CNA via the BLA) while using a largely simulated touchstone with which to ground its assessments and reactions (see Figure 8) .
Mid Level Experiencing
Our conceptualization of mid level experiencing involves two key alterations from the scenario described above (Figure 9) . First, there is a lessening of top down input from the evolutionarily newer cold cognitive system into the dorsal AI. This lowers the dorsal AI's level of overall activation. Reduced top down input also allows authentic, real time, Lamina I derived information to more strongly influence the right dorsal AI's computations. These changes slow the process of salience assessment. However, they also bring these assessments, along with the associated activity of the mOFC/vmPFC system [81] , more closely into line with the current homeostatic contexts. The second key alteration is that the evolutionarily older mediation network is now more strongly engaged. client intentionally generates a mental image of the life situation that she wishes to address as a whole, as if she is mentally standing back to look at large mural of the overall situation [27] . While holding this image in her mind's eye, the client focuses on the background feeling that gradually emerges in response to this mental image, typically taking between 90 and 120 seconds. The therapist asks guiding questions in order to draw out the most salient elements that are implicitly contained within it. Once these elements have been drawn out, they can then be re-symbolized within the evolutionarily newer cold cognition system, so that they can help to guide the conscious reasoning process.
The ventral AI and the mPFC based continuous rating region (informed by Lamina I input) can now participate more strongly during salience assessment and during the resolution of emotional conflicts [38] . The continuous scale feelings of rightness and wrongness that these regions generate begin to operate in parallel with the cold cognition/somatic marker based mechanisms. Reference to these emergent feelings of rightness and wrongness becomes an alternate means of guiding both cold cognition and behavior.
High Level Experiencing
In order to invite a state of high level experiencing, the We now offer a detailed description of how we believe this process is neurally instantiated (see Figure 10) . First, the construction of a "mental mural" of the overall situation activates relevant memories. The posterior parietal cortex plays a key role in this memory related processing (see Figure 1) . Next, the hot and cold cognition systems work together to reprocess these memories into a consciously accessible mental scene. Attention to this mental mural stimulates changes within the body proper [23] . These somatic changes are then read back by Lamina I and strongly represented in the ventral AI. At this stage during high level experiencing, BA 32ac focuses conscious attention onto the anterior BA 10r region, where Lamina I derived information is represented into a single meta-representation. As a result, the felt sense of the overall situation emerges into conscious awareness. The tremendous richness of the homeostatic information being fed forward from Lamina I means that this background feeling can only be consciously represented at a low resolution, accounting for the inchoate, ephemeral quality of a felt sense.
Once the felt sense has formed in this way, the use of guiding questions (such as "What is this worst part of this whole situation?" [27] ) intensifies the most salient possibility from among the tremendous number of possibilities that are weakly activated by considering the relevant life situation and that are all therefore, implicitly, part of the background feeling. When that possibility is intensified, the activity of its associated somatic profile also intensifies automatically. Information about the so-matic profile of the dominant activated representation is captured by Lamina I and can then represented in the ventral AI body maps.
When the most salient possibility in question is strongly activated, its associated somatic profile will stand out from the background of the felt sense. For example, a somatic sensation such as a tightness in the throat will often begin to emerge from the client's background awareness. When this occurs, the client is encouraged to shift her focal attention from the background felt sense to the physical sensation. This focus can eventually trigger the emergence of an associated conscious "mental image" within the evolutionarily new cold cognition system. Such a "mental image" [23] most commonly emerges in the form of a relevant visual image, memory, and/or focal emotion. In other words, in high level experiencing the brain to body relationship is worked in reverse: focusing attention onto the somatic profile has been used as a means of making a mental image more salient so it can be conceptualized and communicated. During this process, the rightness of each emergent mental image can be confirmed by proposing a binary checking statement and awaiting a felt give response.
Implications of the Model for Conceptualizations of Psychopathology
The tri-partite model presented here allows for a useful re-conceptualization of psychopathology as an overly rigid, inflexible relationship between the three subsystems we have described [82, 83] . In order to communicate this over-all conceptualization, we will now use our model to conceptualize three distinct routes into psychopathology: through under-or over-regulation of emotion, or through an impaired high experiencing ability. meta-e-presentation that is more directly accessible to consciousness than the insula maps, and that has "privileged access" to BA10r. BA10r has the potential to use this somatic mapping information to "shift the perspective" of the whole system, bringing new possibilities into play rather than limiting the system to a single dimension of analysis.
Problems of Emotional over and/or under Regulation
We will begin by addressing two linked forms of psychopathology that typically lead to more severe dysfunction and thus to more frequent DSM diagnoses. The first occurs when people become stuck in a "conceptualizing/doing" [82] mode in which cold cognition systems are over-dominant. These people lose touch with their innate emotional responses and action tendencies and tend to experience symptoms related to the experiential emptiness caused by living as ideas rather than as embodied processes. Diagnoses of Generalized Anxiety Disorder and Dysthymia are perhaps most typical for such people. The second of these basic routes into psychopathology appears when people lack the self-regulation abilities necessary to avoid becoming stuck in a "mindless emoting" [82] mode of processing. People who are stuck in this mode suffer the interpersonal and intrapersonal effects of living in a state of unregulated impulsivity and emotional reactivity. Because they cannot regulate their innate emotional responses, they experience the self as something that happens to them, rather than as an integrated guided system. Diagnoses of the impulse control and substance abuse related disorders are perhaps most typical.
We believe that, despite appearances to the contrary, these apparently opposing forms of psychological dysfunction stem from a common cause: that people are living their lives rigidly stuck in a low level of experiencing. This leads to a maladaptive, systemic dominance of the evolutionarily new cold cognition system over the mediation system. We believe that this has deleterious effects on psychological health for two basic reasons.
First, in low level experiencing, the top down, "as-if" body loop is strongly engaged. We contend that this maladaptively up-regulates the right dorsal AI, with the effect that salience assessments flowing up from ventral AI will be brought more continually and more intensely into conscious awareness. This contention is consistent with findings that hyperactivity in the right dorsal AI (centered at 27, 22, 3) has been associated with "Anxiety Sensitivity" [84] , a fear of anxiety related sensations. Anxiety sensitivity is associated with a tendency to become hyper-vigilant toward one's embodied responses and is also a vulnerability factor for the development of clinically significant anxiety and mood disorders [85] .
Second, continual engagement of the "as-if-bodyloop" means that cold cognition is no longer strongly constrained by a core self embedded within a particular place and time. Further, over time a stimulus can become paired with particular as-if-body-loop simulations so that encountering that stimulus automatically triggers the associated simulated sense of self-in-world [23] . We believe that this is a critical factor for the development of psychopathology because it can lead to the generation of what have referred to as "maladaptive core schemes" [23] . Maladaptive core schemes are typically based in shame or fear, often involving a background sense of the self as bad or weak [86] . Maladaptive core schemes can be clinically distinguished from generative (even if possibly aversive) real experiential states because they have a stale, unchanging quality, a quality of stuckness [28] . Ultimately, clinically diagnosable psychopathology emerges when a maladaptive core scheme of this kind becomes automatically paired to the activation of a basic, adaptive (typically attachment related) need [28] .
Problems of emotional over-control and under-control both arise from a maladaptive dominance of the evolutionarily new cold cognition system. We believe that as long as this client is only capable of meeting his needs in at low level of experiencing that he will remain "gridlocked" [82] : his evolutionarily new cold and hot cognition systems will continue jointly over-controlling the adaptive output of his evolutionarily old mediation network (as manifest in innate emotional responses such as his adaptive sadness at social isolation), rendering him incapable of self organizing in such a way that he can effectively meet his homeostatic needs. A clinically diagnosable psychopathology is likely to be the end result. Figure 9 illustrates how we believe this client's psychopathology could be ameliorated if he becomes capable of fulfilling his attachment needs while in a mid level of experiencing. For reasons that were described earlier, processing his attachment related needs in this more present focused neural mode should lead to: lessened exaggeration of potentially threatening threat related social cues; lessened hyper-awareness of the emotions that arise in response to potentially threatening social cues; an improved ability to use feelings of rightness and wrongness to guide his approach behaviour; and improved emotional conflict resolution abilities. In turn, these changes should help him overcome experiential avoidance by expressing his attachment related action tendencies despite the continued presence of now moderated levels of fear and arousal [87] . In turn, the accrual of positive attachment related experiences gained during these interactions should gradually allow him to begin linking the emergence of his adaptive, attachment related emotions to new, positively valenced memories. Over time, this co-activation of his attachment related emotions and these new memories should gradually lessen the psychopathological influence of his maladaptive core scheme [28] .
Psychopathology Emerging from Impaired High Experiencing Ability
The final form of dysfunction that we will consider from the perspective of our model involves a subtler, more common psychopathology, in which clients who have well functioning evolutionarily older mediation systems are unable to use their evolutionarily new mediation system effectively enough to enter high level experiencing when it would be adaptive to do so. People with this processing pattern will tend to remain psychologically functional and will receive DSM diagnoses less frequently. However, they will also tend to experience distress at points in their lives when two valued goal domains come strongly, and typically implicitly, into conflict [49] because they will struggle to consciously identify the true source of their stuckness. This deficit impairs their abilities to resolve these conflicts in a flexible and self-compassionate way, leaving those who suffer from it feeling depleted and less fulfilled than, on the surface, it seems they "should".
Support for the Model of Psychopathology
Support for this conceptualization of psychopathology comes from neuroimaging studies of both neuroticism generally, and more specifically from studies of anxiety and depression
Neuroimaging Research into Neuroticism
The personality construct of neuroticism can be defined as "a trait disposition to experience Negative Affect" [88] (p. 1126). In a 2-year longitudinal study with a sample of over 600 outpatients who received treatment for MDD, GAD, or Social Phobia "… all of the temporal covariance of the DSM-IV disorder constructs was accounted for by change in… [neuroticism scores]" [89] (p. 269; emphasis added). These results point toward a pair of key conclusions. First, neuroticism may be at the very heart of much psychological dysfunction [88, 89] . Second, neuroticism "… may be therapeutically malleable, and that this in fact mediates the extent of change in the emotional disorders …" [89] (p. 263). In this light, it becomes significant that neuroimaging studies involving measures of neuroticism are consistent with our model of psychopathology. An fMRI experiment involving a sample of healthy participants engaging in a gambling task involved choosing between risky or safe gambling choices [90] . The risky bets involved the possibility of larger payouts but also of being punished with large losses. This study produced a pair of key findings. First, degree of activation in the right dorsal AI following a punished risky choice correlated significantly (r = 0.72) with NEO neuroticism scores. Second, degree of right dorsal AI activity (centered at 32, 18, 7) following a punished risky choice predicted the likelihood that the participant would opt for a safe gamble on the following trial. In other words, the more neurotic a participant was the more they activated the right dorsal AI during a negative experience, and the more likely they were to subsequently let a desire to avoid that experience inform their subsequent behavior, as occurs in the development of affect phobia.
Using PET, it has been found that neuroticism is negatively correlated with resting state metabolism (r = -0.63) levels in the dorsal, posterior insula (-32, -22, 16) [91] : that is in Lamina I's entry point into the insula [51] . This is consistent with our claim that a hallmark of psychopathology is a tonic under-representation of Lamina I input, relative to top down input, into the insula.
An fMRI study using affective pictures found that immediately following the presentation of angry and fearful faces, neuroticism was negatively correlated with connectivity between BA 24b (12, 36, 12 , in the continuous rating region) and the CNA (p < 0.01) [92] . This is consistent with our contention that psychopathology is associated with weakened functional integrity within the mediation network, and with reduced abilities of the ventral AI and the continuous rating region to regulate the CNA adequately during salience assessment.
Finally, another PET study has shown that neuroticism inversely correlates with resting state metabolism in a BA 10/32ac centered cluster [93] . This is consistent with our contention that weakened functional integrity within the mediation network is strongly associated with psychopathology. This finding also offers support for our inclusion of BA 10/32ac as a component of the mediation network.
Neuroimaging Research into Anxiety and Depression
Depression has been associated with dmPFC hyperactivity [94] . Alternately, resting state levels of activity in the BA 24b have recently found to be negatively correlated with anhedonia scores [95] . Increased resting state levels of activity in the same region have also repeatedly been found to predict improved outcome response in the treatment of depression [96, 97] . Hyperactivity in the dmPFC has also recently been associated with anxiety arising from a sense of social threat [98] . Finally, it has been found that there is a positive association between left mOFC volume and worry scores in a cohort of older adults with Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) [99] , supporting a model of GAD as rooted in maladaptive, frontal over-control of limbic activity. In GAD, this may occur largely through the use of worry, putatively associated with medial OFC activity, as a maladaptive means of down-regulating the CNA (via the BLA).
Conclusion
Emotion has made a resurgence in psychotherapeutic theory and practice in recent years. Partly through the advent of neuroimaging, there has been a growing appreciation of the profoundly important roles played by emotional processes in both sustaining health and in engendering dysfunction. However, during these advances, emotion has been almost exclusively understood as focal emotion. We suggest that the time is now ripe for the field to begin appreciating, both theoretically and clinically, the distinctions that we have highlighted between cold cognition and different classes of emotion.
Cold cognition, somatic markers, focal emotion, feelings of rightness/wrongness, and felt senses/felt gives all appear to play vital roles in human information processing. However, based on the model we have presented, we believe that ameliorating psychopathology essentially involves helping clients to strengthen their mediation systems. This, in turn, involves helping them strengthen their abilities to make adaptive use of the later three classes of response. For this to occur, clinicians need to capable of assessing when the client is unproductively stuck in low level experiencing; of helping the client deepen into a more productive medium level experiencing; of assessing when the client has been successfully processing at a medium level of experiencing for some time yet has still failed to find a "right" next step forward (typically because of implicit, between goal-domain conflict); and finally, of helping the client get "unstuck" if she does fail in this way, by helping her to shift into high level experiencing until the elusive next step has emerged.
Eugene Gendlin [27] has written extensively about how the value of a clinician's ability to assess and help deepen a client's level of experiencing transcends any particular psychotherapeutic model. Experiencing has "… been shown to be predictive of good treatment outcome across most major schools of psychotherapy, including client-centered therapy, CBT, psychodynamic therapy, and emotion-focused psychotherapy." (p. 117). Because of its essential role in psychotherapy, training student therapists how to work skillfully with the experiencing variable, a trainable skill [12] , should be as ubiquitous in training programs as teaching students how to form positive therapeutic alliances with their clients.
In this paper we have grounded the ideas of Gendlin in neural processes. Our hope is that the effort to begin putting the modes of cognition he has described on a sound neurological basis will have indirect benefits to the psychotherapist, by situating a process that seems to be arational in sound empirical science that is accessible to rational cold cognition. When we understand how our very structure forces us to live as a dynamic system in interplay between different modes of processing, it may be easier for us inclined too far to using one mode over the others to access the range of these modes in a skillful, flexible way that maximizes our behavioral adaptivity in our environment.
